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Rex almost fainted.

“Is there anything else? Who is so bold?”

“I don’t know at the moment, listen to me, continue to mine, and mine the second
batch at the fastest speed! Hurry up!! Stare at yourself! There must be no
problem!”

Richard reminded again and again.

Rex ignored the others and immediately put on his clothes.

Simultaneously notified Jimson and the Four Majors.

These five people hid all night last night and hadn’t slept for long.

But after receiving the news, all of them were completely distressed.

All were awakened.

The Four Young Lords learned what the specific delivery was last night.

But it’s a matter of interest, they are on the side of the Blackwater Company.

They were also shocked after knowing that something had been robbed.

“Everyone immediately stared at me!”

Rex shouted.



Upon receiving Richard’s task, a few of them immediately stared at the mining.

The first batch has problems, and the second batch must not have problems.

…

Just as Richard sent all the resources to investigate who stole the Sun Stone, he
also ordered that all news be temporarily blocked.

The news of the Sun Stone cannot be known to the whole world.

After all, the Sun Stone is currently the top secret of the Gods’ Laboratory, and
few people know it.

But at this moment someone posted a message on the dark web: shock! A batch
of sun stones (energy substances) mined by Heishui Company from Morendam
in the Gods Laboratory was robbed by mysterious forces…

As soon as the news came out, the whole world was boiling.

The first point of shock: What is a sun stone?

The second point of shock: What mysterious force? Even dare to grab things
from the Gods Lab?

…

Soon someone found out what sun stone is, and currently only the energy
substance found in the laboratories of the gods.

This energy material is unprecedentedly strong!

It is the substance with the strongest energy found so far!

The source of energy supplied to the Gods’ Laboratory over the years is the Sun
Stone!



This time, the Lab of the Gods was forced to appear in the public eye…

Someone directly rendered the Lab of the Gods as a terrifying force…

And some people directly pointed out that Levi and others were killed by the Lab
of the Gods.

…

For a while, everyone was cheering for the mysterious forces to rob the sun and
stone!

But I was also lamenting that the courage of the mysterious forces was really too
great.

Apart from Levi who openly opposed the Lab of the Gods, they were the second.

This is ground breaking on Tai Sui’s head!

Everyone wonders who this mysterious force is?

To say this, Richard and the Lab of the Gods want to know who it is?

To grab the Sun Stone is to grab the future of the Lab of the Gods and the
lifeblood of the Lab of the Gods.

They are not in a hurry!

…

Who is the happiest to say that the sun stone in the laboratory of the gods has
been robbed?

That must be Morendam’s side.

Tiance Mansion and Colin regretted what they had done a moment ago.



Sigh that everything is too late.

Can only helplessly watch the Lab of the Gods mining on the land of Morendam.

But helpless.

Unexpectedly, the next moment, I heard the news that the Sun Stone in the Gods
Laboratory was robbed.

They all turned over with joy.

Time passed by every minute and every second.

Richard used all his power and couldn’t find the slightest.

This group of forces did not leave any traces, and they came and went without a
trace.

No way to find it.

There is no clue to the search for the Sun Stone.

The energy of such a large number of sun stones is too great.

Richard wants to use detectors to detect energy fluctuations around the world.
The energy fluctuations of a large number of sun stones can be easily detected.

No results!

Especially in Morendam, nothing was detected.

This makes Richard a bit crazy!

Who the hell is it?

Even Tiance Mansion is very curious, who is it?



“What will Mr. Richard do now?”

Everyone asked.

Richard pondered: “There is only one way…”

Chapter 2028

“any solution?”

Everyone looked over.

Richard looked serious: “Wait for them to make another move!”

“Now we don’t have any clues about their information, we have no breakthrough
at all, just like a headless fly crashing!”

“Even if we can’t find the slightest of our strength, it shows that the other party
has a great background and has some ability.”

Others echoed: “Yes, that’s right! The other party can steal the Sun Stone silently,
there are definitely two brushes.”

Richard took the topic: “So we definitely can’t find it! Unless we search every
corner of the world, it’s impossible!”

“Now we just have to wait, wait for them to show up, wait for them to leave clues,
so that we can look at them and unearth them!”

Richard cleared his throat: “I have arranged for Rex and the others to mine the
second batch of sunstones and re-transport it in a day! I will escort the nets along
the way and I will see if they can grab them?”

Everyone nodded their heads: “This plan is good! Transport the sun stones again
to see if they still can’t make a move! Once they make a move, they will be
completely exposed! We will uproot them at that time!”



“Yeah, everyone started to prepare! Let’s see what is sacred in a day?”

Richard’s brows twisted into a word “chuan”, and he changed his words: “But it is
also possible! They just want to grab the sun stone once! After all, that batch of
sun stones has huge energy, which is enough for most forces. Used for a
lifetime.”

“So it’s possible that they won’t show up at all, and we can’t wait!”

…

The others were silent.

This is really the case.

“So tomorrow they will know whether they want to prevent the Sun Stone from
leaving Morendam, or simply want to rob the Sun Stone.”

Richard smiled: “I hope they are trying to prevent Sun Stone from leaving
Morendam…”

…

Richard quickly planned everything out.

The enhancement of the transportation escort and the blessing of various
instruments.

There are inspections everywhere along the route, as well as various unmanned
aerial vehicles and various advanced technology applications.

Once a problem is discovered, the support team will arrive within a few minutes.

And this time Richard asked Rex to mine only one day’s amount/

The purpose is to attract people, not to really want to transport so much.



On this day, the eyes of the whole world are on the laboratory of the gods.

In particular, no mysterious forces can be found, and all parties are slandering
the laboratory of the gods.

However, Richard let the mining continue again, and this plan is clearly tempting.

Everyone knows it well.

Levi and they naturally knew all this.

Suzaku’s real-time intelligence transmission, Levi is reading everything.

“Boss, Richard’s second transportation is to get us out! He must have laid a net
and waiting for us!”

“I suggest giving up this time! Anyway, they only mine one day’s sunstone, not
much!”

…

Several people suggested.

Levi glanced at them: “Did I say that they would never want to take a sun stone
from Morendam?”

“Ok!”

Everyone nodded in unison.

“That’s not right, let alone the amount of mining in a day, even if it is half of it, I
will take it away!”

Levi firmly stunned everyone.

“Understand, everything depends on your instructions!”



…

Soon one day passed.

Rex installed the mined sunstone and shipped it from the six major production
areas to the seaport.

This time, even the escorts in Morendam have increased their manpower.

The number of transport vessels in the seaport has also increased.

And Richard used a strategy to distribute the sun stones in all ships.

…

“drop!”

The transportation team set off, and everyone’s hearts hung up.
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The eyes of the world are focused again.

Everyone wants to know whether the mysterious forces will make another move.

The major forces in Morendam hope that the mysterious forces will take action,
and they least want Morendam’s things to be taken away by others.

Richard wanted them the most so that he could catch them all in one fell swoop.

I have to say that Richard is an old fox.



In addition to laying out the net, he also deliberately exposed some gaps.

If the transportation team is extremely defensive, then the opponent will never
have a chance to take action, but will not be exposed.

So Richard deliberately exposed flaws along the way or in other areas.

It is convenient for the mysterious forces to invest, thereby robbing the Sun
Stone.

Only then can they have a chance to catch these people.

On the other side, Levi received the news of the departure of the transportation
team.

“Okay, let’s start!”

Levi gave the order.

“The boss is still a bit wrong, we rashly shot, we will definitely be targeted.”

…

Some people think it will be exposed, so they don’t agree with Levi’s actions.

Levi smiled: “Do you think that Richard wants to attract me to show up? Didn’t I
think about it in advance? To be honest, I thought about it once before the first
time. We just need to do it, and the next time will be difficult. . I was ready.”

“So that’s the case, then we can rest assured.”

“This time is the time for us to show our strength!”

A smile appeared at the corner of Levi’s mouth.

…



This time the transportation team is no longer so easy, there are no drinking and
dancing.

I’m afraid my life is gone.

Everyone is extremely vigilant.

Waiting for the danger to come.

Richard has always kept in touch with the transportation team…

Every minute and a second passed, but for Richard and the others, every minute
was as long as a century.

One hour.

Two hours.

…

Seven full hours passed.

The person still didn’t show up.

Everyone panicked.

Everyone’s first thought: Is it possible that the mysterious force has never
appeared at all.

Even Richard began to doubt.

“Are they really not showing up? Don’t they want to prevent the Sun Stone from
leaving Morendam at all, just to grab energy?”

“Don’t, you show up, otherwise I can’t find you.”



…

Richard began to panic.

He very much hopes that the mysterious forces can make another move.

“The transport team keep going! You show up, show up!”

Richard prayed.

Time continues to pass.

It’s been eight hours.

There is still no movement.

None of the tests arranged by Richard found any abnormalities.

There was no movement along the route.

Morendam, who was worried, was gradually disappointed.

They especially don’t want the Sun Stone to be taken away by the Gods Lab.

But now the mysterious forces have been slow to take action.

That proves to be impossible.

With the addition of Richard’s arrangement of the net, the fool would touch this
mold.

In the future, everyone can only watch the Sun Stone being taken away a little
bit.

…



“Is it really just a robbery once, and it won’t appear again?”

Richard began to doubt.

“Mr. Richard, even if they have a guilty mind, they are probably not guilty.
Everyone knows the things that you set up the world. Most people don’t even
dare to make a move!”

“Unless you want to insist on preventing us from getting the Sun Stone! Will there
be any in the world? There won’t be!”

“That’s true! The most likely one is Morendam! But they definitely won’t!”

“In this way, no one really dares to do anything, we can only lose that batch of
sun stones!”

…

silence.

Silence as death.

It’s okay to lose a batch of sun stones.

The main reason is that the Lab of the Gods should not be provoked!

Face problem.

Richard also gave up.

“The big thing is not good!”

Suddenly news came…

Chapter 2030



The news came suddenly and everyone was shocked.

Richard was refreshed in an instant.

The whole person stood up immediately.

“what happens?”

Richard shouted.

“Mr. Richard just now we discovered that the signal from the No. 18 Sea Area
Inspection Station is gone!”

A message from the general control room staff.

“Huh? Quickly find out what’s going on?”

There was a bad premonition passing through Richard’s mind.

“It’s not good, the signal from the sea area detection station No. 19 is gone!”

“The signal from the No. 20 sea area detection station is gone!”

“The 17th also disappeared!”

“No. 16 has also disappeared!”

“15th!”

“Number 14!”

…

In the next second, alarms sounded everywhere in the Lord control room.

The thirty sea detection stations that Richard arranged all lost one by one.



“boom!!!”

The news one by one was like a broken bomb, and the bombed Richard and
others could not breathe.

The bad news came one after another, and the psychological endurance was
almost impossible, and it was estimated that he would be frightened and fainted
on the spot.

“No, no! The 78 unmanned aerial vehicles we sent out were all destroyed!!!”

“Our potential subsea instruments are also malfunctioning!”

“No, all our instruments are abnormal! There is a problem! Alarm, alarm!”

…

No one thought that this was just the beginning.

One big thing after another!

It’s not just a problem with the equipment…

“No, the first team we ambush has disappeared collectively!”

“Team Two is also missing!”

“Team Three is also missing!”

…

Richard arranged a total of eighteen super teams to lie in ambush in the sea or
surrounding islands. When someone showed up, these teams would be
dispatched immediately.

But now all of them have disappeared.



“Not only that! All the chips implanted in their bodies failed, which means that
everyone is dead! No one is left!”

Another bad news came,

Doesn’t that mean that all the 18 teams in ambush died?

This is the main combat power arranged by Richard.

All dead?

Don’t even give me a little time to think?

What level must this be?

How did so many Lords disappear in an instant? ? ?

“Rumble…”

“Rumble…”

…

At this moment, Richard clearly saw the picture uploaded on the screen.

That is the picture of explosion.

The location is impressively seven islands around the route.

Where there is an airport base, Richard arranged a support team.

Once something happens, these support teams will arrive within a few minutes at
the earliest.

But now the seven islands have exploded…



No one was spared…

“Mr. Richard, our support and island base are all gone! Several islands have
sunk to the bottom! Everything is gone!”

…

Richard was silent.

The entire control room was silent.

Everyone was shocked by the bad news again and again.

Nothing can react.

“The big thing is not good!”

“Ship One is missing!”

“Ship No. 2 lost contact!”

“The number three is also lost!”

…

This time it was the turn of the transportation team, one by one lost contact,
giving people no time to react and think.

“The chip of the escort team also failed, they are all dead!”

“Repeat! No one can be contacted! The entire escort team is wiped out!”

…

The transport team carrying the sunstone lost contact at the same time.



The escort team is all dead!

All the surrounding ambushes and detections are gone…

No one thought of this!

“Latest news! The sunstone is lost! The sunstone is lost!”

…

Richard was careful and installed location tracking devices on the sunstones.

But now everything is malfunctioning.

That means that the Sun Stone was robbed, and all the devices were also
destroyed…

a bolt from the blue!

Richard was hit by five claps of thunder!
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Senseless.

Everyone was dumbfounded.

Even the Lab of the Gods was dumbfounded.

This kind of thing has never been encountered.



Richard thought that everything was perfectly arranged.

Those who have covered inspection guards will not miss a single place.

There is an escort!

There is an ambush!

There is also ready to support at any time!

…

Everything is arranged properly, ready to invite you to enter the urn.

But who can think of it.

Everything he arranged was destroyed at the same time.

This is also terrible!

The key is how does the other party know all this?

The transportation team is resolved to understand!

The detection stations in the sea area failed to understand!

…

But how did the eighteen teams in ambush find out?

How did the instruments lurking on the bottom of the sea be discovered?

And how did the support bases in the seven sea areas be discovered?

This is the first question.



The second question is how to destroy these at the same time?

This strength is a bit too scary, right?

How many can you do in the world?

Desperate!

Richard and the Lab of the Gods were completely hit this time.

The loss is not only the Sun Stone, but the reputation of the Gods Laboratory.

Everything was rubbed on the ground.

shame!

Great shame!

Two times in a row!

“Hurry up and send someone to investigate! Go and see the scene!!!”

Richard snarled angrily.

The whole person is going crazy.

The Lab of the Gods sent a supersonic vehicle to check the situation.

Whether it was the inspection station, the island, or the transportation team, they
were completely destroyed.

No clues were left.

It’s exactly the same as the first time.

The other party has calculated everything.



No key useful things will be left.

Do not want to leave evidence, then the best way is to destroy everything.

You can’t even find it at the scene.

Let alone any evidence.

As for the sun stone, it has long since disappeared.

Let alone detected.

Richard’s plan to lure the snake out of the hole ended in failure.

This time, apart from the lack of sunstone, the loss was too great.

It is invisibly weakening the power of the Gods Laboratory.

Just the seven islands and which inspection stations cost a lot.

It was so ruined, it was piercing with a knife.

The Lord also lost a lot.

More importantly, the Lab of the Gods has become a joke.

This is too shameful!

At this moment Morendam began to cheer.

Sure enough, I didn’t let the Gods Lab take away the Sun Stone…

He Qingxue of Golden Harbor Island is also cheering.

Someone finally inherited Levi’s mission before his death and was stopping them.



But who will it be?

Is Levi’s subordinate?

It seems that the strength is not enough?

On the other side, Tiance Mansion and the others have begun to doubt the
people who did it.

“Do you think it was the hands of a big force in our Morendam?”

This guess is not unfounded.

I did it for the first time, and everyone believes it was not done by Morendam’s
forces.

Mainly it is too obvious.

But the second time it was different.

Except Morendam, no one wants to stop the Lab of the Gods from bringing the
Sun Stone back, right?

“I feel like a commoner killer…”

And everyone thought of Commoner Killing God for the first time!

After all, he was the one who inherited Levi’s will and went to the East Island to
make a big fuss.

The most suspicious person is him.

Richard and the Lab of the Gods also began to suspect the Commoner Killing
God for the first time.

“Could it be him? It is very likely now! Commoner Killing God has this strength!”



Richard said.

At this moment, someone approached him.

Huoyun Cthulhu’s hand came down.

“Lord, let me tell you! It’s not the Common Killing God! During this time we are
staring at the Common Killing God, and he has not left Morendam in the
slightest! It cannot be him!”

Richard immediately ruled out commoner killing gods.

He still trusted Huoyun Cthulhu.

Richard looked surprised: “Who would it be then? Does Huoyun Cthulhu know?”

Chapter 2032

“The Lord doesn’t know who it is! However, the Lord said that it is not necessarily
from Morendam! It may be from outside Morendam!”

The man said.

“Ok?”

This surprised Richard for a moment.

“The Lord said that there are many terrorist forces! For example, the Bible
organization! For example, the imperial organization!”

“Bible Organization?”

Richard’s face changed.

He has heard of the name of the Bible Organization.



Very mysterious!

The Dark God and the Eighteen Dark Angels are all too strong.

Emperor organization? ? ?

Known by a small number of people as the enemy of the Gods Lab.

They are also known for their science and technology, and they are the top
scientific and technological forces in the Western Continent.

It’s just that the Lab of the Gods has never paid attention to the imperial
organization.

In their view, the imperial organization and the Blackwater Company are at the
same level.

Where can you become the enemy of the Gods Lab.

So this is not in the consideration of the Lab of the Gods at all.

Now that Huoyun Cthulhu’s men reminded him, Richard realized something.

Opponents that are often overlooked will give you a fatal blow at the critical
moment.

“Okay, I see! This is a bit of a direction!”

Richard’s face was gloomy: “The opponent has made two consecutive shots and
has shown such a strong strength! It roughly means that you are going to the end
with us! The third time they will still make a shot!”

Huoyun Cthulhu’s subordinates said: “By the way, the Lord also told me to tell
you that you can try to find the sun stones! Although they act quickly, in such a
short time, so many sun stones are not far away!”



When Richard heard it, his eyes lit up fiercely.

“Yes! The amount of Sun Stone is huge! Even if it’s luck, it won’t be too far away!
The only possibility is to hide it nearby!”

Richard exclaimed.

“Look, find them for me!”

The brows of Richard and his men finally stretched out.

At least there is a clue.

At least know the direction.

And not surprisingly, the opponent will still act next time.

They still have a chance!

It’s just that this time the loss is too heavy!

Richard called out distressed.

This has become his responsibility!

The next arrangement must be foolproof, otherwise he would not be able to raise
his head in the Gods Laboratory.

After all, this shame must be washed away!

If the humiliation is added again, I am afraid that Richard’s position will be difficult
to maintain.

“Hurry up and check it for me and prepare it for me!”



The timely reminder of the evil god of fire cloud gave the confused Richard a
direction and plan.

Instead of being immersed in the dumbfounded state as before.

The Huoyun Cthulhu is indeed powerful, and he can even stare at the commoner
to kill the god.

But he didn’t expect Levi to be alive.

Everything was done by Levi.

At this moment, Levi was with Zhuque Wesley and the others.

“Yes, yes. You didn’t practice in vain these days!”

Levi smiled and praised.

Levi is powerful, but in such a wide range, it destroys everything at the same
time.

He can’t do it alone anyway.

Therefore, this is a collective action.

It was also a task that Levi had thought early on to test the combat effectiveness
of Wesley and the others.

The result is perfect!

They completed Levi’s arrangement!

“The Sun Stone has been shipped back to the designated place!”

Levi nodded: “That’s good!”



“Get ready! The third wave is about to begin again! The third wave I’m going to
do something they didn’t expect!”

Levi smiled.

“In addition, how are Owen and Alton doing their investigations?”

Levi asked.

During this time, Wesley, Suzaku, and Ron have been working with Levi.

Everyone else has gone to investigate the laboratory of the gods.

The Lab of the Gods is so busy now that there are bound to be flawed.

“They also went well, and got the list of spokespersons from all over the world in
the Lab of the Gods!”

Levi smiled: “Okay, let them continue.”


